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Abstract—E-Commerce tools have become a human need
everywhere and important not only to customers but to industry
players. The intention to use E-Commerce tools among
practitioners, especially in the Malaysian retail sector is not
comprehensive as there are still many businesses choosing to use
expensive traditional marketing. The research applies academic
models and frameworks to the real life situation to develop a
value proposition in the practical world by considering 11Street
as the company under study and comparing it with Lazada as a
leading competitor in the market. The objectives include
identification of customers’ perception of a value for ECommerce Businesses, followed by critical evaluation of existing
value proposition of 11Street with Lazada to identify gap and
finally to propose a new value proposition for 11street. This
paper first identifies customer perceived value of E-Commerce
followed by critical review of existing value proposition of
11Street and then comparing and contrasting with the leading
player Lazada. By the end of this research, a new consumer value
proposition proposal for 11Street proposed for consideration in
matching with the Malaysian consumers’ value criteria.
Keywords—Online consumer; perceived value; e-commerce;
value proposition

I.

INTRODUCTION

Electronic Commerce or e-commerce defined as all aspects
of business and market processes enabled by the Internet. Ecommerce is rapidly becoming a viable means of conducting
business, as evidenced by the tremendous amounts of money
spent online. E-commerce is a web-based platform that is
gaining popularity and becoming increasingly important,
enabling various types of economic transactions to be
conducted and facilitated on the web. E-commerce has grown
into a dynamic set of technologies, through which applications
and businesses are radically shifted to the digital form and
delivered through the internet [5]. E-commerce industry in
Malaysia expected to reach USD 3.2 Billion by 2019 and grow
at a CAGR of 19.5% from 2014 to 2019. In which online travel
is the largest segment of E-commerce in Malaysia, followed by
retails and deal sites [6]. Some of the famous online retailers in
Malaysia are Agoda, Airasia, Zalora, Lazada, Mudah.my and
Lelong.com.my. According to [7], Malaysian at large ranked
Lazada.com.my, Mudah.my and 11Street.my as the top 3 ecommerce site in the country.
Furthermore, Malaysians particularly the millennial
generation tend to purchase apparel, electronic devices, sports

equipment, books and health related items. In term of mode of
payment, Malaysian would probably use both debit and credit
cards or to pay cash on delivery and for the good delivery, 90%
of Malaysian would rank product delivery by a postal courier
as the most reliable and trusted mode of delivery.
Rocket Internet has founded that Lazada Group, an ecommerce company based in South East Asia and later in
2016, Alibaba Group acquired it. Since 2014, the Lazada
Group had its operation in the following countries: Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand, and Vietnam. In a
customer behavioral perspective, customer satisfaction often
viewed as a function of transaction-specific satisfaction and
multiple transaction-specific’s satisfaction. This perspective
may be viewed as decisions made by customers about the
service quality, product quality and price [8]. The values that
the customer observe shows their attitude towards product
selection, especially when the product is intangible. Lazada
Group had raised around US$647 million from Temasik
Holdings, Tesco, Summit Partners, JP Morgan Chase,
Investment AB Kinnevik and Rocket Internet. In March 2012,
it sites was launched with a business model of selling inventory
to customers from its own warehouses. In 2013, it added a
marketplace model, which allowed third-party retailers to sell
their products via Lazada's site; later the marketplace
accounted for 65% of its sales by the end of 2014. Customer
engagement in the business is a new term in marketing
literature, which has received considerable attention from
researchers to better reflected the strength of a relationship
established between parties in a relationship. Scholars argued
that customer engagement has a greater explanatory power to
indicate the relationship strength as it does not only encompass
the emotional, cognitive and behavioral components, but also
exist because of a two-way exchange between partners [9].
11street is one of the huge e-commerce companies
established by SK Planet in South Korea back in 2014.
Originally, 11street was a pioneering e-commerce company in
South Korea operates and manages by SK Planet Co., Ltd.
11street expanded its operations to Malaysia with Celcom as
the joint venture partner of SK Planet. The 11street Malaysia is
currently operating from their main office located at Kuala
Lumpur Sentral since January 2015. The objectives of the
present study are described as follows: (1) To identify a
suitable model of customer perceived values (CPV) for both
Lazada.com.my and 11street.my. (2) To compare and contrast
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the organizational value proposition between Lazada.com.my
and 11streeet.my. (3) To propose new value proposition for
11street.my. (4) To implement the proposal of the new value
proposition of 11street.my. In [28], authors have found that
customer outcomes of perceived customer orientation and
service quality have a critical role in building a long-term
relationship between the customer and the service provider.
In order to fulfill the objectives of the present study, we
drew on theories analyzed and discussed in previous studies in
the area of customer perceived values (CPV) and built upon
research instruments proposed and developed by researchers in
relevant studies.
II. RESEARCH METHOD
To achieve the objectives, we have employed case study
approach method by selecting 11street.com.my as ECommerce company under study and leading competitor as
Lazada.com.my. We follow reporting style demonstrated by
[10] as it being suitable, critical and concrete in nature
covering all aspects of case development. To achieve first
objective of identification of customer perceived value
dimensions, we have applied model as in [1]. By collecting
secondary qualitative data from peer reviewed published
journal articles, identification of CPV elements and respective
dimensions is carried out. We have implemented value
proposition framework developed by [2], [3] and
recommended by [10] to compare and contrast value
proposition of both companies under consideration. Finally,
framework as in [4] is used to develop a framework for new
value proposition. We then proposed a systematic structure that
E-commerce businesses can utilize to benchmark against, in
order to develop value proposition for their customers.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW AND CASE ANALYSIS
A. Customer Perceived Value for E-Commerce
As commonly defined CPV is “the consumer overall
calculation of the usefulness of a product based on perceptions
of what is predicted and what is delivered” [11]. Customer
perceived value is the prime driver of competitive advantage in
the Internet shopping environment [1]. Ever since the year of
2000, Internet users researching a product or purchasing online
has multiply [12]. Reference [1] has identified two types of
online shopping perceived value namely the utilitarian value
and experiential (hedonic) value. Utilitarian value is relevant to
rational and goal-directed shopping behaviors and is attainable
from deliberate and efficient product acquisition, while
experiential value is more subjective and personal and arises
from fun and the playfulness of the shopping experience rather
than fulfillment of the shopping task [13]; [14]; [1]. Therefore,
model as in [1] is suitable for this paper because it clarifies the
motives why consumer buy a product/service to be beneficially
valued and sacrificially valued although it cost a high fees or
there is sacrifices to be made similar to pay for a higher
shipping/delivery cost . Table 1 shows those values receive to
shop online with the subsequent discussion emphasizing on the
relevant topics identified.
As per [1], assessment of “functional benefits and
sacrifices” is a utilitarian value linked with an online shopping
experience. Utilitarian value is particularly applicable to goal-

unique buying tasks wherein customers searching to assess
ability purchases, based totally on criteria such as services or
products price and available features, or truly attain their goal
efficaciously while minimizing irritation [15]. The utmost
utilitarian value is the price whereby customers are able to
enjoy great discount purchasing online and saves transportation
expenses [1], but not all products are available online.
Sacrifices made to pay more on the shipping/delivery cost.
Judgments pertaining price-value relationships, provider great,
and convenience (aid conservation and ease of transaction) are
additives of utilitarian value [1].
Next utilitarian value of convenience is the ability to shop
online. This encourages shopping efficiency as it delimits
frustrations related to shopping at physical stores such as
transportation issues and looking for items from different stores
in comparison shopping. With online stores which are open
24/7, consumers with online access have more flexibility to
shop with the on the go mobile application and time needed to
do so [16]. The capacity to fit a customer’s schedule is utmost
necessary as research has identified timesaving as a leading
motivation in online shopping [12]; [1]. However when comes
to receiving the products, it may take time as items ordered will
not be received on the spot. In addition, since purchasing done
online, there is possibility of bad network, mobile data
limitations and the device used which has limited storage to
download brochures thus creates frustrations among the
consumers. Another value is the selection. It is also crucial for
the shop website to provide information about a service and
product to assist in purchase consideration [1]. Ability to view
the visual and features of the product gives convenience to the
customers to purchase the product. As this is restricted to
viewing the products, customers may not be aware of the
quality of products as its lacking the touch and feel of the
particular online product. There are possibilities whereby the
seller or the company advertised those products is unknown or
not recognized by public. This can lead to the consumers being
cheated during or after purchase is made. Service quality is
another aspect of utilitarian value, which considers the services
given while shopping also after the purchase made [17]; [1];
[18]. Its facility such as the product comparison tool to assist
customers to compare other products also with added
assistance from the helpdesk gives convenience and ease
during sales and after sales. Reflection of a customer’s
gratitude towards e-retailer’s ability to execute on its promises
known as perceived service quality [18]. However not all eretailers provides e-support and there is no selection to bargain
for price reduction.
Experiential value is an overall measurement of benefits
and sacrifices taken from the experience of online shopping
which includes entertainment, escapism, interactivity as well as
visual appeal [19]. The components boost customer’s overall
shopping experience [20]; [1]. Previous studies show that
online customers visit websites for entertainment and fun not
solely for information [21]; [1]. They gain pleasure from
finding great deal and experience social pleasure when
interacting with others online. When online consumers believe
their purchase in an e-retailer to be fun and enjoyable, they get
experiential benefits resulting from shopping activities [13].
However, over time they will lose the tactile experience.
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E-retailers able to develop visual appeal for online
consumers by using aesthetic appeal and design [1] which such
visual appeal can give immediate pleasure and excitement
during browsing [18]. This can also lead to deceptive pictures
whereby the view of a product in the website is different
compare to when it’s purchased. The thought of not being
stuck in traffic jam and looking for parking when visiting a
physical store gives the feeling of escapism but customers have
to rely on the availability of the internet to browse. In addition,
due to some device constraints, customers will not be able
perform online transaction and some not able to get the full
view of the product due to screen resolution of the mobile.
Interactivity in which customers interact intensively with
computers when shopping online builds electronic trust
through the navigation and information presented online [22].
Also interaction with other customers online, gives a social
dimension of experiential value as in [15] by which also
facilitating the exchange of information through chat rooms,
product reviews and forums [1]. Sacrifices in this aspect,
possibility of other customers sharing incorrect information in
the chat rooms and misled the buyer whether to purchase or not
to purchase the product or services.
TABLE I.
Company

Lazada

11Street

B. Value Proposition of Both e-Commerce Companies,
Lazada.com.my and 11street.my are Projected in the
Following Table
From the Table 1, the value proposition of Lazada.com.my
is accessibility, affordability and convenience which mean at
the moment, Lazada’s supply chain and its 10,000 third-party
sellers offer products below the stores prices, and as up to 5.5
million products sold at the e-commerce site are not even
available in any physical stores. Accessibility means customer
can do an online shopping anywhere and at any time through
Internet connectivity. According to [23], Lazada claim that the
company as a rural company, which served 80% needs of
customers outside Klang Valley. Lazada covering an entire
state of Peninsular Malaysia and most likely will expand to
Sabah and Sarawak.
Table 2 explained about 4P’s introduces to marketing
education as in [24]. Jerome Mc Carthy in 1960 [24] provided
a framework by means of the marketing mix: the 4P's. The 4P's
include Product, Price, Place and Promotion. The 4P's also
known as the basic marketing mix. The marketing mix is a
crucial tool to help understand what the product or service can
offer and how to plan for a successful product offering.

COMPARISON OF VALUE PROPOSITIONS OF LAZADA.COM.MY AND 11STREET.MY

Target Customer

Benefits

Price

Value Preposition

Social Media Users
Geographic Markets
(facebook, 2017)

-Wide range of known and
unknown products
-Fast delivery
-Cash on delivery
-Multiple options with many
vendors
(Carazon.K, 2012)
-Blogger context

Moderate
Low (Carazon.K, 2012)

-Cash on delivery is accepted.
-More convenient
-Well established online shop

Low

-Convenient
-User friendly webpage
-Attractive offers
-Low cost coupons offered
-Longer period valid coupons
Trust & Reliability,
Price Competitiveness,
Convenience, Style & Variety

Target to young most ecommerce users
(intellingence, 2017)

TABLE II.

-Present promotions/ offers
(11street, 2017)
-Supplies coupons based on eshopping location
-Buyer grades (new, VIP, VVIP)
(11Street, 2017)
-Firefly Airlines Partnership

THE 4P’S INTRODUCED TO MARKETING EDUCATION BY E. JEROME MCCARTHY IN 1960 (AS IN [24])

4 P’S

Long Term

Short tem

Product

11street to develop specific products such as DELL laptop computer or Polo
perfumes

To start setting the existing products online in order to
accumulate the right knowledge and experience as to
develop products for the online

Price

11street to develop pricing strategy which should considers the change of the
cost structure

1) Bundling strategy – to create more value-added at the
same price
2) To differentiate the packaging of the products

Place

1) To secure online channels which include the brand characteristics
2) To adjust channel strategy along with the evolvement of online retail
market

To leverage on online market place rather than developing
its own channel at the beginning

Promotion

1) To secure personal marketing capability such as digital marketing and
marketing automation.
2) To secure integrated marketing capability such as through email, website,
social media and SMS

1) Leverage an online marketplace capability as to promote
products online
2) Assign appropriate budget for the online promotion
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Table 2 indicates about the long-term and short-term
marketing planning by 11Street according to 4P’s theory. The
more affordable the products are sell will lead to more
affordable for customers to cut across all level of household
income. The more convenience the product sell, the customers
can shop anywhere and at any point of time as long as there is
Internet connectivity. Furthermore, Lazada logistics and
warehouse systems are very efficient to courier and distribute
the products to the customers nationwide. As for the
11street.my, its value proposition is “Find what you love at
11street”. The proposition, which means, customers can
purchase any product they like ranging from baby products,
Korean products and home decorations as long as there is
Internet connectivity.
IV. RESULTS AND FINDING
A. New Value Proposition that will Match the Value Criteria
of the Customers
Truly, No. 1 shopping experience is the new value
proposition of 11street as they have some additional services in
which Lazada do not have. Pricing also plays a huge part in ecommerce and how much customers willing to pay. Truly
enough, it is not true that the lower the value, the more likely
customers are to make a purchase. Among the value
proposition which 11street.my should embrace is the Omnichannel marketing strategy. Omni-channel marketing strategy
defined as the multi-channel sales approach, which provides
the customer with an integrated shopping experience. The
customer can be shopping online from a desktop or mobile
device, via phone, or in an offline store of 11street in their
premise in KL Sentral, Kuala Lumpur, and the customers
experience shall be seamless.
B. New Value Proposition Contributing to Competitive
Advantage
A value proposition is an explicit promise made by a
company to its customers that it will deliver a particular bundle
of value creating benefits. So while trying to create a new value
proposition for 11street one should increase the customer
benefits or enhance the existing services for better shopping
experience. In this case, the long checkout procedure
considered as one of the main reasons for cart abandonment,
which have greater rate up to 70 percent. According to a
number of studies, this point exactly have been solved by
Amazon.com since 1999 when they created an enhanced value
proposition for Amazon’s end consumer is the “One-Click”
patent filed in 1999 and featured on its online store. This
feature allow customers to make online purchases with a single
click, they do not have to re-submit the lengthy, and
cumbersome payment and shipping information if the user has
previously provided it (return customers). The One-Click
patent creates a very strong position for Amazon in the market.
Hence, it allowed Amazon to show consumers the logical
reason to use their data and the permission to charge them on
an incremental basis. Amazon secured the patent in 1999, and
it represented as innovative idea of hassle-free online shopping.
In September 12, 2017, marked the end of an era as the patent
expired for Amazon’s “One-Click” button for ordering.
However, other retailers can now adopt one-click ordering
without facing the threat of lawsuits or having to pay to license

it from Amazon. One-Click purchasing is getting more and
more usual within the websites dealing with online shopping.
The recent years have gone through a rapid growth of ecommerce and because of that, the distribution of goods to
consumers has reshaped. Value has jointly created by providers
and customers through interactions and determined by
customers in their consumption process [25]. In [26], the
author explained a value (co) creation mechanism consists of
provider sphere, joint sphere, and customer sphere. While
provider sphere, like companies resources (goods, facilities,
activities, or personnel) and processes for value propositions,
serving as a creator of expected value-in-use. Moreover, the
customer sphere, customers lead the value by their own
resources (e.g., time, money, knowledge, motivations, skills, or
actions) with the company’s value proposition [27]; [26].
V. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, this research has successfully identified the
value proposition for 11 Street.my as well as evaluated how
11street.my to meets consumers perceived value and finally
how the value proposition can be modified to ensure success of
the business in the future. However, this research paper only
represents a brief of the current value related with e-commerce
business of 11street. Therefore, the value proposition should be
further investigated and frequently reviewed to remain
competitiveness of customer needs.
Equally important, 11st street.my should obtain continuous
responses from the staff, incorporating their mind into the new
process of change to ensure the internal processes are smoothly
running according to the plan. By ensuring that 11st Street
strictly follows these recommendations and adopts the
recommended value proposition and implementation strategy,
11street.my should stimulate a competitive advantage, which
not only will help mitigate the competitive threat of
Lazada.my, yet shall escalate the 11street.my brand image as
the leader in e-commerce sector.
Currently, 11Street.my has met these customers’ values and
how its value proposition can be altered to ensure future
success of the e-commerce business in Malaysia. In this
competitive era of e-commerce, customer perceived values is
important and no company can deny significant of customer
perceived values. The head-to-head summary of customer
perceived values on both e-commerce providers also has
shown that e-commerce provider must be focus and align their
product and services to be customer focus.
VI. LIMITATION OF THE STUDY
This study has a limitation like other research. In order to
strengthen this study, future research should consider the
following suggestions: First, several organizational and
personal characteristics should be further explored to show the
customer perspective and characteristic to influence the
proposed value proposition implementation plan. Second, a
strong research designs like longitudinal studies should be
utilized to collect data and describe the patterns of change to
see the causal relationships amongst variables of interest.
Third, to understand the effect of service quality on customer
perception and behavior, by conducting a survey to the various
respondents in a specific area of the study.
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